
A View From Beyond Silicon Valley



The Question:

How can we best help our institution address 
its innovation and entrepreneurship mission?



One Part of The Answer…

Focus on growing the local economy by: 
1. Improving the local innovation ecosystem, 
2. Forming international partnerships related to 

the areas of “excellence” within the local 
ecosystem, and 

3. Helping students, faculty, and alumni form and 
grow innovative new ventures



1. Universities play a vital role in growing their local 
innovation ecosystem and in helping local 
innovators and entrepreneurs connect 
internationally

2. Innovation & entrepreneurship is the only real path 
to economic growth and resilience.

3. Innovations can, and do (!), find a home wherever 
the “ecosystem” is ready.



I live here!
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Kyiv
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Yerevan Baku
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Tbilisi



 Each suffered significant economic “shocks” in recent decades.

 Each has important but underutilized and disconnected assets.

 Each has a populace ready for change and growth.

 Each has an “openness” to outside ideas and perspectives.

 None of them are known (yet!) as a startup “hotbed.” 

 Each has identified innovation and entrepreneurship as an 
important part of a more competitive economy.

 Each is seeking ways to better connect with innovators and 
entrepreneurs around the world.



…including Detroit, Chicago, New York City, Washington,  Houston, Miami, 
and … Norfolk, Virginia

Each has identified innovation and entrepreneurship as an 
important part of a more competitive economy

and …

Each has university, industry, and policy makers interested in 
“internationalizing” its innovation and entrepreneurship 

activities!



Five areas of focus are at the heart of the innovation and 
entrepreneurship within America’s universities. 

1. Engagement in regional economic development;

2. Industry collaboration;

3. Student entrepreneurship;

4. Faculty entrepreneurship; and

5. Technology transfer

Source:  The Innovative and Entrepreneurial University: Higher Education, Innovation & Entrepreneurship in Focus, U.S. Department of Commerce, October 2013



 Local economic development has become an important mission of 21st

century universities. 
 Strong responsibility for the betterment of their surrounding communities, 

 Increasingly focused on innovation and entrepreneurship as key contributors to 
the growth and success of local communities. 

 Universities are asking their students, faculty, and staff to contribute to 
local community development through service and projects. 

 Regional economic development planning now often starts with an 
assessment of a local university’s research strengths and weaknesses 
AND how they relate to the region’s key industries.



Association of Public and Land-Grant Universities (APLU), May 2014
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1. Institutions should know what they do well and what they need 
to improve to deepen their engagement in local and regional 
economic development activities;

2. Institutions should be able to measure the extent to which they 
affect local economic growth;

3. Institutions should be able to tell the story of their contributions 
to local and regional economic development, and

4. Institutions must consistently engage with external stakeholders 
if their contributions are to continue to have meaningful impact.

Association of Public Land Grant Universities (APLU), 2017



I live here



“No small ecosystem can perform well and compete 
with places like Silicon Valley … across the board. 

But what they can do is be a hub of excellence in 
specific startup sub-sectors and use that advantage 
to build spillover effects that improve the ecosystem 
and the economy as a whole. “ (World Economic Forum, 2019)



World’s largest 
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Largest US 
shipbuilderOne of the most “at risk” locations for sea-level rise!



Maritime and shipbuilding technologies 

Commercial and military ship operations

Global supply chains, logistics, and distribution

Aerospace and defense technology

Sea-level rise mitigation

Our Conclusion:  Old Dominion University should explicitly seek to 
become a premier university in maritime, aerospace, and resilience, and 
use that vision to target partnerships around the world!
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 OpenSeas Technology Innovation Hub

 Veterans Business Outreach Center

 Women’s Business Center

 Procurement Technical Assistance 
Center

 TempO Program

 Maritime Industrial Base Ecosystem 
Initiative

 Virginia Institute for Spaceflight & 
Autonomy

 Virginia SmallSat Data Consortium

 Cyber Security Center of Excellence

 Coastal Resilience Center

 Off-Shore Wind  Energy Task Force

 Virginia Modeling Analysis and 
Simulation Center

 Reidy BioElectrics Center



 Board of Directors, Virginia’s Center for Innovative Technology

 Chairman, Board of Directors, 757Angels

 Board of Advisors, 757Accelerate

 Chairman, Board of Directors, The LaunchPlace

 Board of Advisors, Norfolk Technology Trail

 Co-Chairman, Economic Development Task Force

 Academic Partner, Choice Neighborhoods Initiative



“No small ecosystem can perform well and compete 
with places like Silicon Valley … across the board. But 
what they can do is be a hub of excellence in 
specific startup sub-sectors and use that advantage 
to build spillover effects that improve the ecosystem 
and the economy as a whole. “ (World Economic Forum, 2019)



 Businesses benefit greatly from university research and 
innovation. 

 Universities seek better ways to connect their research and 
students’ education to emerging industry interests. 
 Continuing to engage established companies that have traditionally 

been their licensing partners;

 Greater emphasis on supporting startup companies;

 Opening up their facilities, faculty, and students to businesses (small 
and large);

 Offering internships and externships;

 Sharing facilities with startups, such as accelerators; and

 Creating venture funds and incentive programs funded by industry



 Every College has an industry advisory council

 757Pitch Competition

 Innovation Center – Norfolk

 NATO Innovation Challenge

 757 Accelerate 

 Ferguson Enterprises Innovation Challenge

 Procurement Assistance Center

 Women’s Business Center

 Veterans Business Outreach Center



 Supports economic development and entrepreneurship as a primary mission 
through an integrated organization partnering across the University and with the 
community

 Offers one-stop shop for students, faculty/staff, and the community seeking 
resources for entrepreneurship, commercialization, and innovation

 Recognizes ODU’s role and reputation as a leader in economic development and 
entrepreneurship















Colleges and universities are investing heavily in the development 
of their students’ entrepreneurial skills. 

 Focused on entrepreneurship as a set of skills that can be applied 
across professions and supplement the students’ classroom 
experience. 

 Universities are investing both in formal programs & extra-curricular 
activities

 Formal programs include degrees and certificates in 
entrepreneurship, 

 Extra-curricular activities include business plan contests, 
entrepreneurship clubs, and startup internships. 

 Other ideas include on-campus accelerators, entrepreneurial dorms, 
and student venture funds. 



 Strome Entrepreneurial Center

 Annual student business exposition

 “Be Your Own Boss” series

 Entrepreneurship Club

 Entrepreneurship Live/Learn 
Community

 On-campus student co-working and 
maker spaces

 Entrepreneurship curricula in EVERY 
college!

 Entrepreneurship Certificate

 Entrepreneur-In-Residence (Office 
Hours)

 The Monarch Way Retail Store

 “Entrepreneur-ships”











Faculty and graduate students conduct the research 
powering many of the innovations that spawn high-
growth startups. 

Faculty and graduate students increasingly consider 
the market and societal relevance of their research

Seeking to: 
 create greater recognition of faculty entrepreneurs

 integrate entrepreneurship into the faculty tenure and 
selection process, and 

 Increase faculty connections to outside partners



 Strome Entrepreneurial Center

 Entsminger Fellows

 Commercialization is a factor in 
promotion and tenure

 Off campus Innovation Center 
available for faculty startups

 Entrepreneur-In-Residence (Office 
Hours)

 Ideation, customer discovery, value-
proposition training and consulting

 Direct consulting support from 
Institute for Innovation & 
Entrepreneurship staff

 Entrepreneurship Collaborative



 Is this product/invention patentable or otherwise 
“protectable?”

 Is there a market for this invention?

Are there available funds to help further develop the idea 
or technology?

Can we find an existing business interested in licensing, 
developing, and commercializing this idea or technology?

 If not, can we start a new company?



 Professionals who analyze market potential, develop business plans, and 
understand patent/licensing issues

 Attorneys to help with patent, copyright, trademarks, and trade secret 
protection

 Experts in seeking angel and venture capital

 Campus-based or local “accelerators,” incubators, and proof-of-concept 
programs to help advance technology and boost fledgling start-up 
companies

 Resources for connecting people and/or companies looking for new 
technology inventions; and

 Helping faculty further develop the technology pipeline.





The NABC method was developed in the USA by the Stanford Research Institute 
(www.sri.com). 

It was originally conceived for the business world but was later adapted to several 
other types of organizations, including universities.

N.A.B.C. helps researchers(!) present ideas in an easily accessible and captivating 
way:

 Helps them describe their idea in ways that business and finance can 
understand

 Forces them to consider markets and “Value Proposition.”



Need.  N is the most important factor in the method. An idea without a 
practical need for it remains just what it is: a good idea and nothing more.

Approach.  A is usually a point of departure for most activities, but with 
the NABC method, A always comes after N.

Benefit.  B stands for the innovative elements of an idea, in other words 
that which constitutes its uniqueness.

Competition.  C stands for a study of the competition existing in the 
area concerned. C focuses on the reality within which a concept has to 
function.



Reminder…

In BOTH student and faculty entrepreneurship, 
the focus is on experiential learning, often by 

forming and operating real businesses!



Association of Public and Land-Grant Universities (APLU), May 2014
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Maintain strong and sustained basic research base to 
provide pipeline of great ideas – must be relevant to the 
local region’s industry and expertise!

Emphasize venture creation to commercialize 
technologies and form international relationships

Link entrepreneurship programs with Research & 
Development!

 “Entrepreneurship is for everyone” -- keep programs 
available to ALL students & faculty



Encourage staff and faculty to engage with local 
industry, investors, & policy makers

Target the kinds of new ventures that can scale, 
and particularly those that have potential in 
international markets

Create programs that develop and maintain 
awareness of global markets into which local 
ventures can offer value



Accessible 
Markets

Human Capital & 
Workforce

Funding & 
Finance

Mentors, Advisors, 
Support Services

Regulatory 
Framework & 
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Education & 
Training

Universities as 
Catalysts

Cultural Support

https://www.weforum.org/reports/entrepreneurial-ecosystems-around-globe-and-company-growth-dynamics



Universities as 
Catalysts • Universities promote a culture of respect for 

innovation & entrepreneurship
• Universities play a key role in idea-formation for 

new ventures
• Universities provide technology, business model 

innovations, testing facilities, consulting support
• Universities play a key role in providing staff and 

advisors for new ventures



… creates new opportunities for local companies in both existing  
and emerging local markets!

…and …

… makes it MUCH easier to respond to opportunities for 
research partnerships and commercial exploitation in 

international markets!!



Make an effort to assess your region’s strengths 
and weaknesses

Focus your local innovation and entrepreneurship 
efforts on those “excellent” capabilities and organize 
the local ecosystem activities accordingly!



Target international ecosystems that have 
similar capabilities and support similar industries

Specifically seek to connect with universities 
within those international ecosystems that 
already have effective partnerships with local 
economic development organizations



1. Universities play a vital role in growing their local 
innovation ecosystem and in helping local 
innovators and entrepreneurs connect 
internationally

2. Innovation & entrepreneurship is the only real path 
to economic growth and resilience.

3. Innovations can, and do (!), find a home wherever 
the “ecosystem” is ready.




